Sentence Construction Conjunctions:

A conjunction is a word, or group of words, that joins sentence parts, sentences, and paragraphs. A conjunction does not take an object as does a preposition.

Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

The cat and kitten eat quickly.

A banana or a strawberry ripens fast.

Does a feather or a brick fall heavily?

Strong dogs and horses jump high.

Most dogs and puppies bark often.

Blue skies and white clouds shine brightly.

Smart and healthy children excel frequently.
Sentence Construction Conjunctions:

A conjunction is a word, or group of words, that joins sentence parts, sentences, and paragraphs. A conjunction does not take an object as does a preposition.

Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Kind and thoughtful children rejoice heartily.

Good men and women help cheerfully.

Those cats and raccoons prowled nightly.